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Abstract 
We present a structural characterization of the class of acyclic digraphs which have the Gallai- 
Milgram-Linial property for clique-covers. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The Gallai-Milgram theorem [S] states that every digraph G can be covered by at 
most r(G) directed paths, where cc(G) is the largest number of pairwise nonadjacent 
vertices in G. Note that if G is acyclic transitive, then it is an orientation of a com- 
parability graph and every directed path in G corresponds to a clique. By the Gallai- 
Milgram theorem, G can be covered by I(G) cliques and thus the well-known theorem 
of Dilworth [7] follows. Extensive research has been done to generalize Dilworth’s 
theorem. Greene and Kleitman [9] proved that for any partially ordered set P and 
k30, dk(P)=minCcEn min( ICI, k), where c ranges over all covers of P by chains 
and c&(P) equals the largest union of k antichains (Dilworth’s theorem is the case 
k = 1). Saks [14] and Linial [12] generalized the Greene-Kleitman theorem to acyclic 
digraphs. Aharoni and Ben-Arroyo Hartman [l] further extended the Greene-Kleitman 
theorem to general digraphs. 
The Gallai-Milgram proof goes as follows: Let C be a directed path-cover of G and 
let S be the sink-set of C. If ICI >cc(G), then there is an arc (x, y) among the sinks. 
G - {y} is covered by the same paths, except that y is replaced by its predecessor z 
(if it exists) as a sink. By applying induction on the number of vertices in G, we have 
a cover of G - {y} with x(G) directed paths whose sink-set T C (S - {.I’} -t {z} ). If 
z E T, or z @ T but x E T, then attaching y to that path yields the desired covering. If 
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x $ T and z @ T, then the cover of G - {y} has at most ICI - 2 paths and adding y as 
a 1 -vertex path yields a legal cover of G with fewer paths than / C/ Linial [ 1 l] showed 
that the above proof actually yields a stronger result: If the vertex-set of a digraph G 
is covered by directed paths with sink-set S then the vertex-set of G can be covered 
by at most a(G) directed paths, whose sinks come from S. 
By adapting the Gallai-Milgram proof, Cameron [5] came up with a combinatorial 
polynomial-time algorithm for finding a stable set 1 and a directed path-cover P of G 
such that 111 = IPI, which can be implemented in time O(lV(G)13). 
An acyclic digraph G is said to have the Gallai-Milgram-Linialproperty for clique- 
covers if for every induced subdigraphs H of G and every clique-cover of the vertices 
of H with sink-set S, there is a vertex cover of H by a(H) cliques whose sinks come 
from S. In a conversation, Chvatal pointed out that Linial’s statement remains valid for 
all acyclic transitive digraphs G if we replace directed path by clique; then he asked 
the following two questions: 
Question 1: Which acyclic digraphs have the Gallai-Milgram-Linial property for 
clique-covers? 
Question 2: Is there any combinatorial polynomial-time algorithm for finding max- 
imum stable sets and minimum clique-covers in these graphs? 
The purpose of this paper is to answer Chvatal’s first question and characterize such 
digraphs in terms of forbidden induced subdigraphs. 
Let us call an acyclic digraph G good if it has the Gallai-Milgram-Linial property 
for clique-covers and call G permissible if it has no induced subdigraph isomorphic to 
any of F,, F2, F3, F4, FS depicted in Fig. 1. 
Theorem. An acyclic digraph G is good if and only if it is permissible. 
Let us introduce some notions before presenting the proof. Berge [2-41 proposed to 
call a graph G y-perfect if, for every induced subgraph H of G, the chromatic number 
of H equals the largest size of a clique in H; he proposed to call a graph G a-perfect 
if, for every induced subgraph H of G, the largest number of pairwise nonadjacent 
vertices in H equals the smallest number of cliques that cover H. The following two 
theorems will be used in our proof. The first theorem is due to Chvatal [6]. 
Perfectly ordered graph theorem. Zf an acyclic digraph contains no FI then (as an 
undirected graph) it is y-perfect. 
The second theorem was conjectured by Berge and proved by Lovasz [ 131 
Perfect graph theorem. A graph is y-perfect if and only if it is a-perfect. 
Since y-perfect and cc-perfect are synonymous, both of them are replaced by 
perfect. 
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Fig. 1. Forbidden subdigraphs 
2. Proof of the theorem 
Our proof is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let G be an acyclic permissible digruph, let co be CI source in G. let the .set 
qf’ ccrtices sf G - C(~ he cocered by a(G) cliques. and let S denote the set of’ sinks c?f 
these cliques. Then the set qf certices qf G can he covered b?l c(( G) cliques, whose 
sinks come fkom S. 
Assume the lemma, let us proceed to prove the theorem. 
Proof of the Theorem. The ‘olzl~, (f’ part: Suppose to the contrary that G is not 
permissible. Then it contains some H in {FL, Fz,F;, Fa,F5}. Consider the clique-cover 
{{~~},{~~~~u~},{~~}} if H is one of Fi and F2 and consider {{c~.u~},{z~;,~~~}.{~~}} 
otherwise. Let S be the sink-set of this clique-cover. It is easy to check that H cannot 
be covered by cc(H) cliques whose sinks come from S in any case. Hence, G is not 
good, a contradiction. 
The ‘if7 purt: We apply induction on the number of vertices in G. The result is 
trivial when G has at most one vertex. Now, consider an arbitrary permissible graph G. 
The induction hypothesis guarantees that all proper induced subdigraphs of G are good. 
Hence, our task reduces to proving the following assertion: 
(*) If the vertices of G are covered by a set of cliques with sink-set S, then the 
vertices of G can be covered by cc(G) cliques whose sinks come from S. 
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To prove (*), consider an arbitrary clique-cover, say {Co, Cl,. . . , C,}, of G, and let 
S denote the sink-set of this clique-cover. Let uo be any source in G. Permuting 
subscripts if necessary, we may suppose that ug E CO. Writing m = n(G), note that 
m - 1 <cc(G - Co)<m. 
Case 1: a(G-Co)=m. Since a(G-Co)da(G-vo)da(G), we have cr(G-uo)=m. 
The induction hypothesis applied to the clique-cover {CO - ug, Cl,. . . , C,} of G - UIJ 
guarantees that G - us can be covered by m cliques whose sinks come from S. Now, 
in turn, our Lemma guarantees that G can be covered by m cliques whose sinks come 
from S. 
Case 2: cr(G - CO) = m - 1. By the induction hypothesis, we can cover G - CO by 
m - 1 cliques whose sinks come from S. Adding CO to these m - 1 cliques, we obtain 
the desired clique-cover of G. 0 
Now, let us go back to verify the lemma. 
Proof of the Lemma. For convenience, let p stand for a(G). Let KI, K2, . . . , Kp be 
the cc(G) cliques that cover the set of vertices of G - us; for each i, let si denote the 
sink of Ki, SO that S = (~1 ,SZ, . . ,sp}. Since G is acyclic, its vertex-set admits a linear 
order < such that x 4 y whenever (x, v) is an arc of G; permuting the subscripts if 
necessary, we may assume that s1 + s2 + . . . + sp. 
Let G* denote the digraph obtained from G by adding new vertices tl, t2,. . . , tp, 
new arcs (~1, tl), (sz, t2), . . . ,(sp, tp), and, for each arc (u,s,) of G, a new arc (II, t,). Set 
T = {tl, t2,. . . , t,}. Clearly, G* is an acyclic digraph: each vertex in T is a sink of G* 
and G* - T is the original acyclic digraph G. Note that, for every vertex w of G other 
than Si, 
(w,si) is an arc of G if and only if (w, ti) is an arc of G”. 
The following two statements play key roles in the proof of the lemma. 
(2.1) 
Proposition 1. G* contains no Fl. 
Proposition 2. a( G* ) = p. 
Assume the above two propositions, we can complete the proof immediately. 
From Propositions 1 and 2, Chvatal’s perfectly ordered graph theorem, and Lovasz’s 
perfect graph theorem, we conclude that G* can be covered by p cliques. Since T is the 
set of sinks of G*, we may enumerate the p cliques covering G* as K:, Kf , . . . , K: 
in such a way that each ti is the sink of Ki*. Now, for each i, let Ci denote the 
subdigraph of H induced by (KF - ({ ti} US)) U {si}. Trivially, Cl, Cz, . . . , C,, cover G; 
by observation (2.1), each Ci is a clique with sink Si. 0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proofs of the above propositions. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose the contrary: G* contains an F, . Let VI, u2,u3,04 be 
the vertices of this Ft and let (01, IJZ), (~2, ua), (~4, ~3) be its arcs. Since G is permissible, 
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at least one ~i must belong to T; since each vertex in T is a sink of G*, each such 
tij must be a sink of the Fl; hence us = ti for some i. Observation (2.1) implies first 
that none of ~‘1, u2,u4 is s, and then that (u2,si),(u4,si) are arcs of G but (~1,s~) is not. 
Since G is acyclic, it follows that vl,u~,s,, v4 induce an F,, a contradiction. E 
Proof of Proposition 2. First, note that a( G* ) < p+ 1 as G* is covered by p+ 1 cliques. 
Since G is an induced subdigraph of G*, we have c~(G*)>a(G)=p. If a(G*)=p 
then we are done; hence, we may assume that a(G* ) = p + 1. 
Among all the stable sets of size p + 1 in G*, choose one that includes the 
smallest number of vertices from T and call this stable set A. Since G* is cov- 
ered by cliques {uo},Ki U{tl} ,..., KPU{tP}, we can enumerate the elements of A as 
4, ai, 4,. . . , a,, with a; E K; U {t,} for all i. Note that, since a(G) = p, at least one t, 
belongs to A. 
Choose a stable set of size p in G - ug and call this stable set B. Since G - u. is 
covered by cliques KI , K2,. . . , Kp, we can enumerate the elements of B as bl, b2,. , b,) 
so that b; E K; for all i. 
Now, consider the following algorithm, where N(x) denotes the set of all vertices y 
of G* such that x and y are adjacent (adjacency is not directed) and, for a set X 
of vertices, N(X) denotes the union of all N(x) with x EX. The purpose of this 
algorithm is to find a special path xl yl . .x, _ I Y,,- IX, (direction is not considered here) 
linking Al (defined in the algorithm) and UC,. By using this path and the information 
about sk, we can eventually find a forbidden subdigraph. 
k = the largest subscript such that tk E A; 
A, =N(Sk) nA; 
m= 1; 
while uo $! A,,, 
do B,,={b,IuiEA,}; 
A nr+~ =N(Brn)n (A - CUGl Ai)); 
m=m+l; 
end 
x, = uo; 
for j=m- l,m-2,...,1 
do choose a vertex yj in N(.xj+ 1) n Bj; 
find the i for which yi = bi; 
x-, = a;; 
end 
As soon as this algorithm constructs some B,, it immediately proceeds to construct 
an Aq+l such that 
(i) no arc has one endpoint in B, and the other endpoint in A - U,“=‘: A,; since A 
is a stable set and since B,, B2, , B, are subsets of the stable set B, it follows 
from (i) that 
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(ii) (UT=, Bj) U (A - U‘?r Aj) is a stable set. 
We conclude that ‘=I 
(iii> A4+l # 0, 
for otherwise the stable set in (ii) would contradict our choice of A: we have 
l lAi/ = Iejl for all j= 1,2 ,..., 4, 
l tk EAI, 
. (u,4_,Bi)nT=0. 
Since A,,Az,... are pairwise disjoint subsets of A, it follows from (iii) that the while 
loop terminates. 
Now, consider the sequence xm, y,,-I ,X,-I,. . . , yl,xl constructed by the for loop. 
Recall that x, = us; obviously, 
l for each j=l,2 ,..., m- 1, XjEAi, YjEBj, 
and Ti, yi belong to a common clique in {Kl, K2, . . , Kp}; 
. bk EB,. 
since each yj is adjacent to xi+1 in A, none of yi, ~2,. . . , y,,,-i belongs to A, and so 
XI, yi, . . . ,xn2- 1, ym- I ,x, are 2m - 1 distinct vertices. It follows that 
(iv) x1 yI . .x,-r y,-lx, is a path. 
Observe that 
(v) for each v in A,, the arc between Sk and v is directed from Sk to v. 
To justify it, consider an arbitrary v in A,. Since (Sk, tk) is an arc by definition 
of G*, we may assume that v # tk. Now if (v,sk) were an arc then, by the definition 
of G* again, (v,tk) would be an arc, contradicting the fact that A, is a stable set. 
(vi) A, - {tk} is entirely contained in G. 
To verify it, assume the contrary: some t,. in T belongs to A, - {tk}. Since (Sk, t,) is an 
arc in G*, by (2.1) (sk,Sr) is an arc in G*, and so Sk + s,.. Hence, k < r, contradicting 
the choice of k. 
(vii) m32. 
To see it, note that uo 6 A, by (v) and that us is a source. 
(viii) for each j = 2,3,. . . , m, 
the arc between xj and yi-1 is directed towards yj- 1. 
To prove it, we use backward induction on j. When j= m, the desired conclusion 
follows the fact that us is a source. As for the induction step, consider an arbitrary j 
such that 2 <j <m - 1. By the induction hypothesis, the arc between Xj+i and yj is 
directed towards yi; by (i) with j - 1 in place of t, vertices yj-i and x,+1 are not 
adjacent; since yj-1 and yi both belong to B, they are not adjacent; since xi and xj+l 
both belong to A, they are not adjacent. By Proposition 1, {,Xj+I,Ti, yi,yi-1) is not 
isomorphic to F, . It follows that the arc between xi and yj- 1 is directed towards yi- 1 
regardless of the direction of the arc between xi and yj. 
(ix) for each j = 2,3,. . . , m, xj +! T. 
To see it, note that, by (viii), each xj is not a sink of G*, so it is outside T. 
Since xi, yi belong to a common clique in {Kr, K2,. . . , Kp}, there is a subscript Y 
such that xl, yi E K,. We distinguish between two cases. 
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Case 1: r # k. Since Sk E Kk and yt E K,, the assumption r # k implies that sk # yl: 
since sk is adjacent to tk in A, we have Sk $! A. Thus Sk #x1,x2 as both XI and ?c? are 
in A. Hence (iv) and (vii) guarantee that 
l s~,xt,y~,.u~ are four distinct vertices. 
Note that 
l XI and yl are adjacent (by (iv)), 
l yl and .x2 are adjacent (by (iv)), 
l XI and x2 are not adjacent (as both XI and x2 are in A), 
l SA and XI are adjacent (since XI E Al ), 
l Sk and x2 are not adjacent (since x2 E A -- Al ) 
and that 
l (~2, yl) is an arc (by (viii) with j = 2) 
l (s~.xt) is an arc (by (v) with v=xl). 
Hence 
l sk and yI are adjacent, 
for otherwise {sk,xr, yl,x2} induces an FL, contradicting Proposition 1. 
Since b,: E Kk and yl E K,., the assumption of this case implies that 
’ b/y,, 
since both YI and bk are in BI and since B, is a stable set, 
l bk and ye are not adjacent, 
and so the fact that Sk and yl are adjacent implies that bk #Sk; since bk is adjacent 
to tk in A, we have 
l &GA, 
and so bk #x2 as x2 EA. Hence, 
l SX, bx, ye ,x2 are four distinct vertices. 
Note that 
l (b,,,sr) is an arc, 
l since bk and sk both belong to Kk and since Sk is the sink of Kk. Hence, 
l bk and x2 are adjacent, 
for otherwise {bk,sk, yl ,x2} induces an F,, contradicting Proposition 1. 
Now, we distinguish between two subcases. 
Subcase 1.1: The arc between bk and x2 is directed from bk to x2. Since x,,, is 
a source, the fact m 32 and the assumption 61, -x2 imply that m 3 3. Since bk 4 A, 
we have bk #.x3 as x3 E A; since bk E B,, (i) with t = 1 guarantee that bk and x; are 
not adjacent. Since bk and x3 are not adjacent, (iv) implies that bk # yl; since both ha 
and y? are in B and since B is a stable set, bk and y2 are not adjacent. Finally (iv), 
the assumption of this subcase, and (viii) with j = 3 imply that {bk,xl, y?,.~3} induces 
an F,, contradicting Proposition 1. 
Subcase 1.2: The arc between bk and x2 is directed from x2 to bk. Since XI E KS and 
tl, E Kk, the assumption r # k implies that XI # tk; now it follows from (vi) that x1 E G. 
By (ix), we have XT E G; since yl , b,: E B, we conclude that all five of Sk, bk,.xI , ~‘1 ,x2 
belong to G. 
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Since bk f$ A, we have bk #xi as xi E A; it follows that Sk, bk,xI, yi ,x2 are five distinct 
vertices. Next, bk and xi are adjacent, for otherwise (x2, bk,sk,xl} induces an F2 in 
G, a contradiction. Since G is acyclic, the arc between bk and xi is directed from bk 
to XI. 
Now, the subdigraph of G induced by {Sk, bk,xl, yr ,x2} is determined completely 
except for the direction of the arc between y1 and Sk and the direction of the arc 
between yr and XI. These two directions can be chosen in four different ways. One 
of these four yields a directed cycle in G; each of the remaining three yields one of 
FJ,F~ and F5 in G; in any case, we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2: r = k. Since x1 E A and y1 E B, the assumption of this case implies 
that XI = tk and yi = bk. Note that AI includes a vertex other than tk, for otherwise 
(A - {tk))u {Sk) would be a largest stable set of G* with fewer vertices in T than 
A, contradicting our choice of A. Choose a vertex in Al - {tk}, call it a, let K be the 
clique in {Kl, K2,. . , Kp} that contains a, and let b be the element of B in K. For 
future reference, note that 
K # Kk, since a and tk are distinct vertices in the stable set A and a E K, tk E Kk. 
Since x2 belongs to A -Al, it is not adjacent to Sk, and so yl #Sk; since a E Al and 
x2 E AI, we have a #XZ; since xi (being in Al) is adjacent to Sk but not of x2, we have 
Sk #x2; since a and XI both belong to the stable set A and since x1 is adjacent to y, 
we have a # yi. Hence (iv) and (vii) guarantee that 
0 a,sk, yi,x2 are four distinct vertices. 
By (vi), we have a E G; by (ix), we have x2 E G; since yl E B, we have yt E G; 
hence 
0 all four vertices a,~, yl,x2 belong to G. 
Note that 
l (x2, yi) is an arc (by (viii) with j = 2) 
0 (yl,sk) is an arc (since yr EKk and Sk is a sink of Kk), 
l (Sk, a) is an arc (since a E Al and by (v)), 
l x2 and a are not adjacent (since x2, a E A, and A is a stable set), 
l x2 and Sk are not adjacent (since x2 E A - Ai ). 
Hence 
l yi and a are adjacent, 
for otherwise {u,sk, yi,xz} induces an F2 in G, a contradiction. Since yr and a are 
adjacent, 
l (yl,a) is an arc, 
since (yi,sk), (sk,a) are arcs and G is acyclic. 
Note that 
l b and yi are not adjacent, 
since both of them belong to the stable set B; hence, 
l b is distinct from all three of u,yi,x2. 
In addition, 
l b#yi, 
since b E K, yi E Kk, and K # Kk. Hence, 
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l a,sk,y~,xz, b are five distinct vertices. 
Since a and b both belong to K, 
l b and a are adjacent; 
it follows that 
l x2 and b are adjacent, 
for otherwise {x2, yI, a, b} induces an F, or an fi in G, a contradiction. 
Now, we distinguish between two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1: The arc between b and x2 is directed from b to x2. The argument we 
used in Subcase 1.1, with bk replaced by b (and bk E BI replaced by the observation 
that b E B, ), shows that {b,.q, y2,x3} induces an F, in G, a contradiction. 
Subcase 2.2: The arc between b and x2 is directed from x2 to b. Note that 3-k and b 
are adjacent, for otherwise (x2, b,a,sk} induces an Fl in G, a contradiction. 
Now the subdigraph of G induced by {a,sk, yr,xz, b} is determined completely except 
for the direction of the arc between Sk and b and the direction of the arc between a 
and b. These two directions can be chosen in four different ways. One of these four 
yields a directed cycle in G; each of the remaining three yields one of Fj. Fd and fi 
in G; in any case, we arrive at a contradiction. 
The proof of Proposition 2 is complete. 0 
3. Remark 
By Chvatal’s perfectly ordered graph theorem [6], every permissible graph is perfect. 
It is well known that the maximum stable set problem and minimum clique cover 
problem on perfect graphs can be solved in polynomial time by the Grotschel-Lovasz- 
Schrijver algorithms [lo]. Since their algorithms are based on the ellipsoid method, 
which are not practically efficient, it will be interesting and nice to find some algorithms 
with more combinatorial features for the above problems on perfect graphs or even 
subclasses of perfect graphs. We close with a conjecture that the answer to Chvatal’s 
second question is in the affirmative. 
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